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Honig: The Ideal on Symbolic Fictions

Edwin Honig

THE IDEAL IN SYMBOLIC
FICTIONS
"There is the world dimensional for those untwisted by
the love of things irreconcilable.
HART CRANE, from For the Marriage of Helen and Faustus
0

0

0"

seldom exists as a pure type. One
reason for this is that allegory, in the aggregate of its examples from Dante to Kafka, is both the visitation which
certain fixed ideas have enforced upon it and the various literary
fonns that have been adapted to its use. In fact, what one learns
to recognize as generic to it-its moral tone, its modes of identification, its peculiar fictional method-may often be found in
works usually called epic, satire, or pastor~l. Like these, allegory
employs tropes as the basic unit of fictional extension. But the
common ground goes much further in that allegory, epic, satire
and pastoral all depict a social bias, a confirmed attitude toward
particular verities of the time in which they are created. The
sense of a dominant ideal common to them all seems more detennining than any fixed literary prescription or the demands
inherent in the use of a particular form. Although one may trace
the descent of obscenity in the Italian renaissance pastoral from
the brphic original, or the heroic proportions of l\filton's Satan
from the gods in Homer, in neither case will the results account
for a particular quality as typically pastoral or epical. For the
quality in the latter-day wor;k is not simply the effect of re-embodying some categorical idea belonging t.o pastoral or epic originally. It is more distinctly the personally valued projection of a
writer, keenly aware of his own times, creating the authority by
which his work is to be judged. It is apparently in this way that
types change, as well as the manner in which men come to think
of them.
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Ideally every literary work conforms (even without help from
the procrustean critic) with some method of procedure common
to one type or another. But aside from considerations of literary
form, it is not a question of how well writers have consciously or
unconsciously availed themselves of the types; rather, what one
can detect are the principles they have departed from, which ones
they have given new meaning to, what patterns they have reestablished from among those that are found to be common to
the type. \V. P. Ker, in relating the epic to the customs of the
Homeric age, points up the degree of social freedom underlying
the association of the hero and other characters:
The art and pursuits of a gentleman in the heroic age are different
from those of the churl, but not so different as to keep them in different spheres. There is a community of prosaic interests. The great
man is a good judge of cattle; he sails his own ship. A gentleman adventurer aboard his own ship, following out his own ideas, carrying
his men with him by his own power of mind and temper, ~nd not by
means of any naval discipline to which he as well as they must be
subordinate; surpassing his men in skill, knowledge, and ambition,
but taking part with them and allowing them to take! part in the en·
terprise, is a good representation of the heroic age. 1
In elucidating the nature of the epic's subject matter, this statement goes a good way toward describing the situation of Ulysses.
By implication it also describes the situation of Captain Ahab,
the heroic adventurer of a much later age. But if Homer's as well
as Melville's age are called heroic, it can only be to define further
and separately the differences which make Ahab so peculiarly incongruous an epic hero when placed beside Ulysses. Ahab's particular urgencies are recognizable first in the context of his time
-as an American whaling captain during a period when whaling
was one of the country's principal industries. Then we may estimate how his actions are transformed by and in turn transcend
such urgencies to fit into the heroism of any age as far back as
Homer's.
I

Epic and Romance (London: Macmillan &: Co., 1922). p. 7.
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A discussion of the epic in its social function may help to determine certain characteristics of the hero discoverable in other
types of fiction as well. In such a way the following observations
by Kenneth Burke cut across historic causes and present a valid
portrait of the hero as a recurrent process of cultural identification:
The epic is designed, then, under primitive conditions to make men
'at home in' those conditions. It 'accepts' the rigors of war (the basis
of the tribe's success) by magnifying the role of the war-like hero.
Such magnification serves two purposes: It lends dignity to the necessities of existence, 'advertising' courage and individual sacrifice for
group advantage-and it enables the humble man to share the worth
of the hero by process of 'identification.' The hero, real or legendary,
thus risks himself and dies that others may be vicariously heroic (a
variant of the symbolic cluster in Christianity whereby the victim of
original sin could share vicariously in the perfection of Christ by his
membership in the Church, the corpus Christi). The social value of
such a pattern resides in its ability to make humility and self-glorification work together: the sense of one's limitations (in comparison
with the mighty figure of the legend) provides one with a realistic attitude for gauging his personal resources, while his vicarious kinship
with the figure gives him the distinction necessary for the needs of
self justification. 2
The heroic legend is saying in effect, as Goethe said to Schopenhauer:
'We can only get from life what we put into it,' and if we are greedy
we had better put in a great deal. Since the epic heroes mediate between men and gods, having the qualities of both, their divinity is
generally 'humanized' (being given, as James would say, 'cash value')
by the presence of a flaw, as the one vulnerable spot on Siegfried or
Achilles, or Christ's predestination for the cross. The process of identification thus becomes more accessible, and incidentally dignifies any
sense of persecution that may possess the individual, who may also
feel himself marked for disaster. This sense of a flaw serves happily to
promote an openness to realistic admonition-the invitation to seek
the flaw in oneself promotes in the end the attitude of resignation
(which, when backed by well-rounded symbolic structure, is nothing
other than the inventory of one's personal limits).3
• Attitudes Toward History (New York: New RepUblic. 1936), I, H.
I/bid., pp. 45-46.
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Both statements indicate how the epic hero, like the allegorical.
unavoidably calls forth didactic responses in the reader. They
also formulate the degree to which widely different heroes like
Bunyan's Christian and Kafka's K. may elicit from readers in
their own times fairly similar responses out of the same need to
"identify" and "accept" and be accepted by the prevalent incarnation of authority. It is this quality in the hero, to call forth
such responses, that makes him archetypal.
categories of criticism, satire-which like allegory persists as a rhetorical mode, and like epic has occasionally appeared
as a full-fledged literary form-seems to be opposed to allegory
and epic just as its counterpart, comedy, is traditionally opposed
to tragedy. Yet it may easily be shown how much satire shares
''''ith allegory through the operation of irony and analogy in determining the identities of a fiction, so that in the best of Swift
and Kafka it is impossible to distinguish neatly between the two
types. In dethroning the epic hero and attacking the combative
values of the society which modeled him, satire announces itself
as heretical and iconoclastic. Yet it is principally conservative.
bound by its bias to resurrect an authority from which society
is pulling away, or to define ideals to which men are in need of
being converted. The magnification of virtues in the epic hero
turns into the magnification of defects in all forms of heroism.
But the undercover means by which fictional distortion and conversion (the chief tropic modes of satire) are effected become in
Swift and Kafka the means by which something of the authority
of heroic times, a forgotten Golden Age, are silently reinvoked.
The method of such transvaluation may be surveyed briefly as it
occurs in the works of these two satirists.
\Vhat is ordinarily called caricature-the artificial enlargement
of physical defects in an individual-does not correspond to the
kind of distortion practiced by Swift or Kafka. For one thing,
their distortions are far from being funny; for another, they are
elaborate constructions on common defects observable in all
I NTH E
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men. But we do not]ealize how common they are (or even, perhaps, that they exist) until we have learned to scrutinize and
evaluate them realistically, without the self-compromising vanities of pious illusions. The moral is simply another name .for all
physical limitations in our perceptions. Shifts in perception with
corresponding physical conversions and shifts in judgment are
what Swift is reporting as basic to the human condition. Thus the
deformities Gulliver unavoidably beholds in the skin blemishes
and body odors of the Brobdingnagians are the result of magnified sense perception. The illusion of well-proportioned beauty
in the Lilliputians derives from a similar abnormality in physical
perception-we might call it micrification. So the beguiling illusion in Lilliput is soon transformed into an offensive reality in
Brobdingnag. Yet while .the realization is still tolerable in regard
to the Brobdingnagians because they are in all ways comparable
to humanity elsewhere, the abhorrent animality of the Yahoos,
especially as contrasted with the reasonableness of the Houyhnhnms, is permanently -debilitating to a sensibility which can
never again be reconciled to normal humanity. Thus the voyages
of Gulliver are in some sense a cumulative experience in the
realization that deformity is the normal condition of man. And
the outward physical deformity emphasizes, through discourses
with the natives of the kingdoms Gulliver visits, a still greater
moral deformity in them and in himself. 1£ it is true that only
through the shifting reports of the senses does the great gap between illusion and reality, instinct and reason, pride and humility, become understandable, it is also true that this is the gap into
which one falls nevertheless. Gulliver's isolation in his decline
reflects the fallen condition of all mankind.
In Kafka the distortion in the world of reality corresponds almost biologically to the rhythm of the hero's shifting relationship to it. Periods of intense magnification, clairvoyant perceptions, when the whole is seen steadily and frighteningly in four
dimensions, alternate with periods of sluggish, will-less myopia
when objects are lost in a haze too opaque to be understood, so
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that only the throbbing of a vein in his neck assures the hero he
is still alive. The hero's problem is not the search for redemption
but the search for the name and order of some living identity in
reality. Almost all of Kafka's human heroes appear on the scene
after the experience of an indescribable loss or catastrophe: after
the end of a golden age, some surrender to darkness, the loss of
childhood, a friend or a good job. They arrive wide-eyed with
amazement, seeking to telescope rationality and will, to concentrate effort and hope in a single' task which they feel must reinstate them in the fallen world that is now the real world. This
world, which they have lost so much time in entering, is somehow
committed to receive and award them with a place in its hierarchy, or with some excuse for existing outside its hierarchy. But"
here the identification of objects and persons and all basic human
relationships-so necessary to be understood before anything
can be done-is always shifting; it therefore impels new loyalties
and strategies which inevitably lead away from the main purpose.
At some point they discover that they have merely been engaged
like retarded children in the first stages of a process which others
have passed through long before. Any sense of meaningful progress can hardly exist except in the illusion that a particular strategy would seem to be expedient, more personally efficacious, at a
particular mom~nt.
If you were walking over a plain with the honest desire to make

progress, and yet found yourself further back than when you started,
then it would be a hopeless business; but as you are clambering up a
steep precipice, as steep, say, as you yourself seen from below, your
backward slips may only be caused after all by the lie of the land,
and you must not despair. 4
But in the long run it becomes impossible even to conceive of
moving along any line from A to B; all effort turns into a chilling
proof of Zeno's paradox. Burdened by their acute and misguided
• Franz Kafka. "Reflections on Sin, Hope. and the True '''ay. # 11." The Great
Wall 0/ China, tr. by Willa and Edwin Muir
p, 281.
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rationality, Kafka's heroes cannot cope with the fallen world, the
world of other men's experience which they can never take for
granted.
The road is endless, there is nothing that can be subtracted from it
or added to it, and yet every one insists on applying his own childish
measuring yard. "Yes, you will have to go the length of that measuring yard as well; it will not be forgiven you."l)
"No," said the priest, "it is not necessary to accept everything as
true, one must only accept it as necessary."
"A melancholy conclusion," said K. "It turns lying into a universal
principle." 6

It is the same problem of the triumph of ends over means, of having somehow to support the illusion against the reality-unten~
able though the illusion may be, there is no alternative-which
Melville treats ironically in The Confidence Afan. For the satirist
it is the world which accepts itself against the proof of its 'own
irrationality in the failure of tbe hero. It is this world that is on
trial with its superstitious worship of bureaucracy in the place of
order and justice, a superrationality which the hero is attempting
to understand, but which breaks him always on the point of receiving some revelation that would not have done him any good
even if he had succeeded in receiving it. The dragons of the law,
the castle, the father, the advocate, are not to blame, but man's
worship of dead authority, blinder than the hero's myopia, more
frightening than his clairvoyance. The dragons are after all only
the agents of fallen reality in the actual world which the distortions of satire make evident.
The study of art, as Aristotle's Poetics shows, is the study of
hesitations in form; this has its counterpart in the study of ethics,
the study of man's hesitations in society. The satirist or the allegorist has understood the truth of the great classical virtues: the
good, the true, and the beautiful; friendship, love, and magna~
e

Ibid., #37, p. 287.
The Trial, tr. by Willa and Edwin 'fuir

(~ew

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948).

PP·2ii- 2 78.
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nimity; concord between individual, family, town, and the state.
For Kafka in The Trial, The Castle and The Metamorphosis,
they are the very values upon which the happiness of human life
must be staked. Yet the virtues fail in action, in experience, because they are not natural but contradictory and oppressive; not
just, but arbitrary. They do not ennoble, they degrade. They are
not benevolent or truly paternal, they are authoritarian. The
free man is not distinguished from the slave of custom; the
stranger is still a barbarian and an enemy of the state, inadmissible to all institutions. The satirist presents a hero who is anonymized in his cultural gifts, the gifts of mediocrity, and indistinguishable except in his endless search for identity, to be, to
become a man. It is the hero's situation precisely that the more
his search continues, the more it drops behind its starting point.
It becomes an infinite regress (in disproof of Aristotle's belief
that such a regress cannot exist) , a morally impossible treadmill,
as soon as the notion of an unmovable mover is questioned.
'Vhat is true of these social and ethical peripeties in allegory
and satire is also true in pastoral. Though the ideal needs which
stimulate the appearance of certain types change or decline-and
thus involve a decline of the types-the works themselves endure
in the imagination; sometimes they even enter social institutions,
laws, whole areas of group endeavor, where they persist as guides
to action or modes of behavior. And when writers revert to them
after a period of disuse and abasement, they re-emphasize (as in
the Romantic view of the child or the pastoral novels of Lawrence, Forster and Conrad) a criticism of society's inability to
produce an integrated individual, let alone a universal hero. By
treating problems of moral consciousness based on a realistic
class criticism and the dilemmas of sexuality, such writers ally
themselves with the conventions of pastoral-notably the satirical eclogue. the romantic rural novel-whose best' productions
have always grown out of the same critical and imaginative spirit.
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The traditional aim of pastoral-to resurrect a lost paradise, an
Eden, an Arcadia, a drowned Atlantis, or to recreate the vanished
playground of innocence and childhood-comes to be treated
both seriously and comically. But since the ideal itself is so recurrent and so easily mismanaged, it seems able to survive mainly in
what 'Valter 'V. Greg has described as an artificial "atmosphere
of paradox and incongruity." As with allegory, it is best known
for its debased examples among decadent courts or colleges of
learning. "It is characteristic," Greg writes,
of the artificiality of pastoral as a literary form that the impulse which
gave the first creative touch at seeding loses itself later and finds no
place among the forces at work at blossom time; the methods adopted
by the greatest masters of the form are inconsistent with the motives
that impelled them to its use, and where these motives were followed
to their logical conclusion, the result, both in literature and in life,
became a byword for absurd unreality.7
Thus the difficulty of treating a pastoral subject seriously, especially after it has been soundly mocked, becomes a problem of
achieving artistic balance between form and theme. That it was
occasionally solved with creative vigor had something to do with
the new devices of the troubadours, the enlargement of subject
matter following ~pon the allegorical treatment of chivalric
themes. And yet for a Dante, a Petrarch, a Boccaccio, a Tasso and
a Spenser, there were scores of insipid imitators marauding "the
sweet new style," who made pastoralism unstomachable again.
One solution that was not aesthetically inept is discovered by
'Villiam Empson in the double plot of Elizabethan drama. Here
apparently, both comic and serious elements were equally blasphemed, purged, and eventually counterweighted or merged
with one another-as the Bottom-Theseus plots in A Midsummer
Night's Dream or the Ariel-Caliban plots dominated by Prospero
in The Tempest. In the double plot Mr. Empson finds "a parT

Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama (London: A. H. Bullen, 1906) , p.
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ticularly clear setting for, or machine for imposing, the social
and metaphysical ideas on which pastoral depends, \Vhat is displayed on the tragic-eomic stage is the sort of marriage of the
myths of heroic and pastoral, a thing felt as fundamental to both
and necessary to the health of society," 8
Empson discovers another solution underlying the mockheroic in certain picaresque novels, where there "is a natural connection 'between heroic and pastoral before they are parodied,
and this gives extra force to the comic mixture. Both when in
their full form assume or preach what the parody need not laugh
at, a proper or beautiful relation between rich and poor." Mr.
Empson measures the effect of such a situation in Don Quixote:
One cause of the range of Don Quixote, the skyline beyond skyline of
its irony, is that though mock-heroic it is straight pastoral; only at the
second level, rather as the heroic becomes genuine, does the pastoral
become mock, Most of the story ('oh basilisk of our mountains')
might be taking place in Sydney's Arcadia, and as Quixote himself
points out (I.IV, xxiii, in favour of the boy who was on graceful terms
with his goat) the two conventions are alike, so that the book puzzles
us between them; we cannot think one fatuous and not the other. A
large fraction of it ignores Quixote while the characters tell romantic
tales that partake of both; only slightly less romantic tales are part of
the main story, and some of the ladies he absurdly fails to help (e.g.
Dorothea, I.IV,ii) are actually in need of the sort of help he offers.
This makes the satire seem more important by making his heroism
less unreal, as do the cautiously implied comparisons of him with
Christ, which make him the fool who becomes the judge.o

It would seem then that the devices of dramatic irony and satire
in' the hands of Shakespeare and Cervantes could resurrect
an ideal that was otherwise being condemned to pedantry and
dilettantism.
But the aesthetic question in regard to pastoral, even when it
finds such momentary solutions, is subsumed in social and ethi• English Pastoral Poetry

(~ew

York: W. W. :'\orton, 1938) • pp. 30'31.

'Ibid., pp. 19R-I99.
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cal matters, attendant on the type. For the residual point about
pastoral is that it directs us to a mode of action and behavior
idealized and protected from the consequences of rapacity in the
real (or daily experienced) world while insisting upon its own
standards as feasible, because imaginable and practicable, in the
real world. Like satire and allegory it is a literature whose tone
and bias defy the actual (experienced) world while manifestly
claiming as its examples real events, real people, real behavior,
drawn from the world of contemporary actuality. It shows how
much brighter and hotter light may be when enclosed in a vacuum; but it prescribes the same intensity of brightness and heat
for the light existing outside the vacuum. It is a literature of
recipe, which explains in part our continual addiction to it.
What success it claims, it draws from everyone who recognizes
from his own experience the ingredients of which the recipe is
composed-the precocious child, the misfit idealist, the poor wise
man, the joys of simple life, the spontaneous expression of the
passions, etc. From this evidence alone it assumes a kind of social
validity. \Ve all want what we can imagine, even though (or
maybe, especially if) it is unattainable. But how much more then
can we be made to want what is presented as being attainable
after alll Thus there must be more to "the pastoral solution"
than the irony which Mr. Empson indicates in mock-heroic, and
more than the tongue-in-cheek attitude celebrated in modern examples. Pastoral, like satire and allegory, subsists in the practicability of its ideal, its broad and pointed criticism of social behavior based on all myopic moralism.
There is, for example, a common aim in the pastoral novels
of Lawrence, Forster and Conrad: to create a hero and a situation
whose progress will show a kind of idyllic surpassing of real-life
adversity within credible naturalistic surroundings. The hero's
idyllic nature and his action become the author's way of challenging the heavy-footed naturalism which tie down other characters in the novels, and who seem only very narrowly to deter-
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mine themselves. This may be noted wherever the hero or
heroine is without an idyllic mate, and is therefore raised to the
condition of being "vitally alone." Thus he or she may function
mainly to urge other characters into an emphatic awareness of
themselves, or to discover in their nature broader possibilities
for self-realization. Or they may function simply to survive, as
cases in point, the holocaust of a deterministic faith to which
other characters succumb.
Two novels by D. H. Lawrence, The lVhite Peacock and
Women in Love, will perhaps suffice in making this point. The
pastoral formula in The lVhite Peacock presents the deliberate
involvement of the lovers in a perennial landscape of natural
beauty. But always lowering, like the threat of a bad winter, is
the society outside-the striking miners, the poachers, the evil
squire and his gamekeeper. The gamekeeper is a consistently fa·
talistic animal who dies in accordance with his own lowly determinism. He is opposed to the frustrated animal in George Saxton.
who dies through moral weakness, his escape in drink. Yet one is
made to feel that George has been dragged down because he did
not seize the conviction of his true nature-which was to act when
Lettie, his lover, was ready to have him. He thereby violated the
natural order, even as it is Lettie's doom, whose sin was less, to
give herself up to motherhood in a hollow, unfulfilled way, because she accepted Leslie, the squire, instead of George. In The
lVhite Peacock, as in most pastorals, there is a natural aristocrat
(George) and an educated one (Lettie), besides an originally
perverted one (Leslie). Their inability to get along involves
(because of social restraints, a preconceived obligation to social
caste, to security, and a betrayal of basic passions) the moral
pathos of the novel.
In Women in Love, which revolves about the problem of sexuality in love and friendship, Lawrence treats the pastoral elements more complexly, more inwardly. Though the first half of
the novel wanders uncertainly, planting motives among the char-
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acters, beginning with the second half minor characters and naturalistic preoccupations are discarded. Here Lawrence fastens
upon the relationship between two couples (Ursula and Birkin,
Gudrun and Crich) so that the narrative moves out of the tiresomely reiterated theme of isolation into a sense 0f struggle and
doom, the last degree of personal identification involving the
passions. Basic to this interest in the convention of the double
love affair is the metamorphosis which the sisters Ursula and
Gudrun force upon Birkin and Crich, who are compelled to become close comrades. But there is no conventional hero among
them; they are four gigantic forcespf physical and psychic appetite. Birkin wants love, but more -than love a contact without
commitment; he wants the possibility of love in one desirable
woman and one desirable man. This he never achieves. He stands
opposed, however, to Crich's negative animality just as Ursula,
in her desire for full possession, stands opposed to Gudrun's narcissistic passiveness. There is no limit for Gudrun either, except
in her endless return to a helpless cruelty and sadism. For Ursula
the limit is Birkin's sanction of her extreme wish to consume and
be consumed. For this four-sided example of the sexual problem,
there is the final pastoral landscape appropriate to the predicament: the ice mountains of a Swiss ski-resort in deathly frost and
devastating whiteness. Here' Crich dies, frozen at the bottom of a
ravine. And here Ursula comes to a curious mythic recognition
of the ponderous weight of the civilized animal in Birkin's self
delusion:
He sat like an Egyptian Pharaoh, driving the car. He felt as if he were
seated in immemorial potency, like the great carven'statues of real
Egypt, as real and as fulfilled with subtle strength as they are, with a
vague inscrutable smile on his lips.lO
The whole novel seems more an attack upon the impasse of
men and women in whom the social obstacles to freedom have
been revealed to be really personal, sexual ones. Through his
10

Women in I.Olle (:'\ew York: Modern Librarv. 1920) p. 363.
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characters Lawrence was seeking a more positive social confrontation of the problem of sexuality. Or it might better be said
that what Lawrence was concerned with, like Freud and Schopenhauer, was not merely the sexual problem in itself as a dilemma of personality, but all substantial powers of nature in
men's lives which determine their integration in society,
It may be assumed that such pastoral configurations in Lawrence's fiction, with its strong social and ethical bias, exist similarly in the didactic hero-less novels of Forster and in the manyislanded predicaments of heroes in Conrad's novels. It may further be noted that the attraction of pastoral to the Romantic
temperament, shared by these novelists, lies in its pervasive need
to reconstruct the universe as a paradisal vision according to the
passionate urgencies of the individual soul. In this Shelley the
Platonist is at one with Shelley the social revolutionist; \Vordsworth the pantheist, with \Vordsworth the benevolent humanitarian. There is a paradise in each man's heart-say the pastoralists-a personal myth in memory or perception whereby he
rediscovers his relationship with nature and with other men. And
it is the poet's duty to frame his vision of this harmony as a practicable thing. In this way the poet seems to become the unacknowledged legislator of his age. In this way too his poems, which
are the reassertions of lost archetypes of experience, regain the
world of beauty, goodness and truth, of friendship, love and
magnanimity-those lost images of a free community among
men. Thus the ideal may indeed become real in a world no
longer beset by a mechanistic determinism in nature or by the
religious hierarchies and dualities invented by false priests. And
here one may find harmony with God or with the seasons and
oneself as presumably the earliest believers in myth once did.
If this is a way of profiting from the insights of philosophic systems against the rational prejudices of philosophy itself, it is even
more a way of dramatizing particular myths in art with the same
force that once impelled the philosophers to contend with and
o
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ultimately to incorporate them in systems. It also affirms the persistence of the myth's recurrence which has turned philosophy,
psychology, and philology toward anthropology as the most inclusive means of studying man. The implications of this fact are
notably set forth by Ernest Cassirer:
Myth does not arise solely from intellectual processes; it sprouts forth
from deep human emotions. Yet on the other hand all those theories
that exclusively stress the emotional element fail to see an essential
point. Myth canljlot be described as bare emotion because it is the
expression of emOtion. The expression of a feeling is not the feeling
itself-it is emotion turned into an image. This very fact implies a
radical change. What hitherto was dimly and vaguely felt assumes a
definite shape; what was a passive state becomes an active process.
. . . In mythical thought and imagination we do not meet with individual confessions. Myth is an objectification of man's social experience, not of his individual experience.... Myth is filled with the most
violent emotions and the most frightful visions. But in myth man begins to learn a new and strange art: the art of expressing, and that
means organizing, his most deeply rooted instincts, his hopes and
fears .... Myth could not give a rational answer to the problem of
death. Yet it was myth which, long before philosophy, became the first
teacher of mankind, the pedagogue who, in the childhood of the
human race, was alone able to raise and solve the problem in a language that was understandable to the primitive mind. l l

This territory of the myth is a common meeting ground for
Plato's Ideas, Aristotle's Causes, Kant's Categories, Goethe's
Mothers, Freud's Complexes, and Jung's Archetypes. All are
symbolic formulations of the same mythical body which has been
variously incorporated into epic, allegory, satire and pastoral.
But the clearest fact about literary types, especially since the
Renaissance, is their adaptation to new myths and new forms.
This presents itself as a ceaseless assault upon the sins of the intellect and the old Christian image of a lost paradise. The basic
creed is frequently protestant in its addiction to apocalyptic, particularly as revealed in the Romantic apotheosis of supermen of
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power and love. It is accompanied by a continual exploration of
rationality and sexuality, on the borders of reason facing a great
irrational sea, as in The Tempest, in Swift, in Kafka. It is in the
creation, the process of the imagination at work upon new myths,
that these types take on a new life. But a new myth involves an
understanding, a rediscovery of the ways of feeling and belief
about old myths-the sense of the body of the world discoverable
in a single individual body, in a single human experience. It thus
involves for the literary artist not only the creation of a new
fable but the use of the analogical method in whose form the
mythical meaning may be incorporated.
Such literary types ultimately admit reconciliation with the
real world only if the reader will implicitly accept commitment
to the values of the regained paradise the writer has re-made.
This we learn from the method of such widely different examples
as ~foby Dick, The Tempest and the Divine Comedy. \Ve learn
that in such works the coalescence of moral aim and aesthetic fulfillment is the result of a distinctive method operating on a
mythic subject matter. Thus the figural representation in a concrete particular is actually the aesthetic or poetic integer-the
metaphor in action, the image of what is possible; but possible in
a fictional context only if the subject through which it is stated
is accepted as true-not as an attitude or an article of unquestioning faith, but as the old anagoge, the goal in proof toward which
the action finally tends. And this is why in all analogical fiction
we return in the end to the theme-Dante's "state of souls after
death"; Melville's "overwhelming idea of the whale"; Spenser's
love visions in the framework of mutability-and the literal level
of narrative in which is impacted the final meaning and unity of
the whole work. The conceivable and practicable ideal is the
forge upon which the method is hammered out; without it the
method, all of tropic art itself, would not exist and would have
no reason for existing.
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